Hello Everyone,

Here is the agenda for our conference call scheduled for Wednesday 7/12 at 10am. We only have a few agenda items this month. Please let us know if you have any additional topics for discussion:

Discussion:

- Demo of change in behavior associated with adding a new issue. Newly created issue title is now injected into the "Search" textbox, so that the issue can be found more quickly.
- Feedback on Responsive Tabs (Positioning of UCI "For Review By Chair")
- Feedback on Header, Breadcrumb Trail, and Year Change toggle
- Dashboard Administration - deployed for UCSB

Follow-Up/Awaiting:

- UCLA
  - Credentials for functional email account
  - Updated "Department" table. OneTime Feed
  - Establish Secure FTP
  - Additional information for Hellman Awards need current reviewer scoring form
- UCI
  - Examples of where the term "Division" vs "Cabinet" appears on the listing
  - Examples of where selecting multiple checkboxes and marking those issues as "complete" does not work

Current Effort:

- UCLA Shibboleth Authentication
- User's Guide Updates
- Continued efforts on converting all pages and tabs to responsive layout

Our Zoom Meeting ID is: 7978177079
https://ucsb.zoom.us/j/7978177079